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The beta decays of 86 Br and 91 Rb have been studied using the total absorption spectroscopy technique. The
radioactive nuclei were produced at the Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line facility in Jyväskylä and further
purified using the JYFLTRAP. 86 Br and 91 Rb are considered to be major contributors to the decay heat in reactors.
In addition, 91 Rb was used as a normalization point in direct measurements of mean gamma energies released in
the beta decay of fission products by Rudstam et al. assuming that this decay was well known from high-resolution
measurements. Our results show that both decays were suffering from the Pandemonium effect and that the results
of Rudstam et al. should be renormalized. The relative impact of the studied decays in the prediction of the decay
heat and antineutrino spectrum from reactors has been evaluated.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.96.014320

I. INTRODUCTION

β-decay studies can provide relevant information for fundamental physics, nuclear structure, and practical applications.
One important application is in nuclear technology, where
β-decay data are used for the evaluation of γ ray and β
spectra emitted by fission products in a working reactor, after
reactor shut down, in the nuclear waste generated and for
the prediction of the spectrum of antineutrinos emitted by a
reactor [1,2].
In recent years the summation calculation method has been
the most widely used technique for the evaluation of the β
and γ energy released from the fission products in a reactor or
in the nuclear waste. The inputs needed for these calculations
are the mean γ and β energies released in the β decay of
each fission product. The mean energies can be obtained
from direct measurements of the γ [3] and β [4] radiation
emitted in each radioactive decay or can be deduced from
evaluated nuclear data available in databases [5]. Most of the
data available in databases come from measurements using
conventional high-resolution γ -ray spectroscopy, which can
suffer from a systematic error known as the Pandemonium
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effect [6]. This systematic error arises from the difficulty
of detecting weak γ -ray cascades and/or high-energy γ rays
because of the limited efficiency of the germanium detectors
that are usually employed in conventional β-decay studies.
As a result, the decay scheme deduced may be incomplete,
and the β-decay probability distribution, deduced from the
γ intensity balance populating and deexciting each level,
may be incorrect. In practical terms this means erroneously
assigning more β intensity to lower-lying levels and this as a
consequence leads to an overestimation of the mean β energies
and an underestimation of the mean γ energies.
To avoid this systematic error, the total absorption γ -ray
spectroscopy technique (TAGS) can be used. The technique
aims at detecting γ cascades rather than individual γ rays
using large 4π scintillation detectors. The advantage of
this method over high-resolution germanium spectroscopy to
locate missing β intensity has been demonstrated before, for
cases measured using both techniques and including some
measured with a highly efficient Ge array [7–9].
In this article we present the results of measurements
performed for two decays, 86 Br and 91 Rb, which are considered to be high-priority contributors to the decay heat in
reactors [10–12]. Previous results from the same experimental
campaign have already been published [13,14]. The total
absorption measurement of the decay of 91 Rb is of particular
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interest, since it was used as a calibration point for the
mean gamma-energy measurements reported by Rudstam
et al. [3], which are still widely used as a reference. In the
measurements of Rudstam et al., a well-collimated NaI(Tl)
scintillation detector was used to detect single γ rays from
decay cascades of the mass-separated fission products. From
the measured spectrum, a γ -ray intensity distribution was
obtained after deconvolution with the measured spectrometer
response. To derive the mean γ energy from this distribution,
the intensity must be calibrated on an absolute scale. For this,
the number of decays was obtained from selected transitions
whose intensity was regarded as well known and were detected
in an auxiliary Ge(Li) detector. To calibrate the absolute
efficiency of the setup 91 Rb was selected because it has a
relatively large Qβ = 5907(9) keV value [15] and the decaylevel scheme was regarded as being free from Pandemonium.
Thus the calibration of the mean γ energies in Ref. [3] was
done using an intensity of 8.3(4)% for the 345 keV transition
in 91 Sr and matching the mean energy of the 91 Rb distribution
to the high-resolution value of 2335(33) keV. 91 Rb was also
measured by Greenwood et al. [16] using the total absorption
technique, but employing different analysis techniques. The
present measurement will allow us to compare our data with
Greenwood’s results to further validate the measurements and
the analysis techniques.
The determination of the β-decay probability distribution
free from the Pandemonium effect also makes it possible to
compare the deduced strength with theoretical calculations.
91
Rb lies in a transitional region characterized by shape
changes [17]. For that reason it is also worth exploring
the possibility of inferring its ground-state shape from a
comparison of the deduced β strength in the daughter with
theoretical calculations, as was already performed for nuclei
in the A ∼ 80 and A ∼ 190 regions [18–22].
86
Br decay is also of particular interest from the perspective
of total absorption measurements. It has a large Qβ =
7633(3) keV value [15], and the high-resolution decay scheme
is poorly known. Only 17 excited levels have been placed in
86
Kr while the total number of levels expected to be fed, from
level-density considerations, is around 300. Thus one could
expect a relatively large Pandemonium effect. This and the
large contribution of this decay at cooling times around 100 s
are the reasons to include this nucleus with high priority in
the lists [11,12] for decay heat data measurements using the
TAGS technique. 86 Br decay has also been considered recently
in the framework of studying the pygmy dipole resonance
(PDR) through β decay [23]. From this perspective, decays
that preferentially populate 1− levels that can be associated
with the PDR inside a large Q value of the decay are of
particular interest. In Ref. [23] it was concluded that, in
particular cases, β decay populates levels associated with the
PDR, but only a fraction of those, and this can be considered
as a source of complementary information for PDR studies.
For this new application the TAGS technique is a source of
reliable data on absolute intensities of β-decay transitions
and on the decay branching ratios of the populated levels. In
addition, from the comparison with the calculated β-strength
distributions, information on the structure of these levels can be
obtained.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at the Ion Guide Isotope
Separator On-Line facility (IGISOL) [27] of the University
of Jyväskylä as part of an experimental campaign aimed at
measuring β decays of nuclei that are important contributors
to the decay heat and to the antineutrino spectrum in reactors.
As already discussed in Refs. [13,14], the isotopes of interest
were produced by proton-induced fission of uranium, and first
mass separated using the moderate-resolution mass separator
of IGISOL with a mass-resolving power of approximately
500. Since the purity of the samples is of great importance
for the measurements, the radioactive beam of the selected
mass was further purified isotopically using the JYFLTRAP
Penning trap [28,29]. Then, the extracted radioactive beam of
the isotope of interest was implanted at the center of the total
absorption spectrometer onto a tape which was moved periodically to reduce the impact of the daughter contamination
in the measurements. The measurement cycles were selected
according to the half-lives of the decays of interest. Behind the
tape, at approximately 5 mm from the implantation point, a
0.5-mm-thick Si detector with a β-detection efficiency of about
25% was placed. The implantation point was surrounded by the
Valencia–Surrey Total Absorption Spectrometer Rocinante.
This spectrometer is a cylindrical 12-fold segmented BaF2
detector with a length and external diameter of 25 cm, and a
longitudinal hole of 5 cm diameter. The separation between
crystals in this spectrometer is provided by a thin optical
reflector. The total efficiency of the setup for detecting a
single γ ray is larger than 80% (up to 10 MeV). Since
the BaF2 has an intrinsic background, coincidences with
the β detector were used to generate β-gated TAGS spectra
in the present analysis. Using coincidences also avoids the
contribution of normal ambient background in the measured
spectra.
III. ANALYSIS

The first step in the analysis of the total absorption
experiments is to determine the contaminants in the spectra
to be analyzed. As mentioned earlier, the use of the βcoincidence conditions cleans the spectrum of internal and
ambient backgrounds, but daughter decay contamination and
pulse pileup contributions have to be determined. Since
we are dealing with a segmented detector, apart from the
electronic pulse pileup that affects a single detector module
[30], one must also consider the summing of signals from
different detector modules [14]. To address this problem
a new Monte Carlo (MC) procedure to determine their
combined contribution was implemented. The method is based
on the random superposition of two of the stored events
within the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) gate length. The
normalization of the resulting summing-pileup spectrum is
then calculated by the event rate and the ADC gate length as
in Ref. [30]. Once the contributions of the contaminants have
been determined, one can apply the analysis methods to the
measured spectrum to obtain the feeding distribution. In this
work as in earlier studies, we follow the procedures developed
by the Valencia group [31,32].
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TABLE I. Level-density parameters used in the analysis for
daughter isotopes [parameters given for the Gilbert–Cameron (GC)
formulation [24], which is a combination of the backshifted Fermi
gas (BSFG) model [25] plus the constant temperature (CT) model
[26] for high excitation energy]. The parameters are the ground-state
position , the level density a (for BSFG), the nuclear temperature
T , and the backshift E0 (for CT) and the matching point Ex of the
BSFG and CT models for the Gilbert and Cameron model.
Isotope

86
91

Kr
Sr

Level-density parameters
a
(1/MeV)


(MeV)

T
(MeV)

E0
(MeV)

Ex
(MeV)

8.434
9.754

1.599
0.264

0.833
0.662

1.518
0.425

4.342
1.946

For that we need to solve the TAGS inverse problem:
di =

jmax


Rij (B)fj + Ci ,

(1)

j =0

where di is the content of bin i in the measured TAGS spectrum,
Rij is the response matrix of the TAGS setup and represents
the probability that a decay that feeds level j in the level
scheme of the daughter nucleus gives a count in bin i of
the TAGS spectrum, fj is the β feeding to level j , and Ci
is the contribution of the contaminants to bin i of the TAGS
spectrum. The response matrix Rij depends on the TAGS setup
and on the assumed level scheme of the daughter nucleus
(branching-ratio matrix B). To calculate the response matrix
the B matrix for the levels in the daughter nucleus has to be
determined first. For that the level scheme of the daughter
nucleus is divided into two regions, a low-excitation part and
a high-excitation part. Conventionally, the levels of the lowexcitation part and their γ -decay branchings are taken from
high-resolution measurements available in the literature, since
it is assumed that the γ branching ratios of these levels are well
known. Above a certain energy, the cutoff energy, a continuum
of possible levels divided into 40 keV bins is assumed. From
this energy up to the decay Q value, the statistical model is used
to generate a branching-ratio matrix for the high-excitation
part of the level scheme. The statistical model is based on a
level-density function and γ strength functions of E1, M1,
and E2 character. In the cases presented here, the parameters
for the γ strength function were taken from Ref. [33] and

the parameters of the level-density function [24–26] were
obtained from fits to the data available in Refs. [33–35].
Details of the parameters used are given in Tables I and
II. As part of the optimization procedure in the analysis,
the cutoff energy and the parameters of the statistical model
can be changed. Once the branching-ratio matrix is defined,
Rij can be calculated recursively from responses previously
determined using Monte Carlo simulations [30,36,37]. The
Monte Carlo simulations were validated with measurements
of the spectra of well-known radioactive sources (24 Na, 60 Co,
137
Cs). Once the R response matrix is obtained, the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm is applied to extract the βfeeding distributions from Eq. (1).
The feeding distributions obtained from the analyses will
then be used to calculate the mean γ and β energies released
in

the decay by using the following relations: Eγ = i Ei ∗ Ii

and Eβ = i Ii ∗ Eβ i , where Ei is the energy of the level i,
Ii is the normalized feeding to level i, and Eβ i is the mean
energy of the β continuum populating level i. In the case of
91
Rb decay, the normalized feeding distribution will also be
used to deduce the β strength for comparison with theoretical
calculations.
IV. DECAY OF 91 Rb

The tape cycle for the measurement of the decay of 91 Rb was
set to 174.8 s. With this measuring cycle the daughter decay
contamination can be estimated to be approximately 0.1%
from the solution of the Bateman equations using 58.2(3) s [38]
for the decay half-life of 91 Rb, and 9.65(6) h for the half-life
of the daughter 91 Sr. For that reason the daughter activity was
not measured separately. In this case the only contamination
in the β-gated spectrum is the summing pileup, as showed in
Fig. 1.
For the analysis we need to define the branching-ratio
matrix of the daughter nucleus level scheme. As mentioned
earlier, this requires the combination of the known levels
from high-resolution measurements and complementing the
missing information up to the Q value with the statistical
model. According to the latest ENSDF evaluation [38] the
level scheme of the daughter nucleus is poorly known in terms
of spin-parity assignments, since only one level in the daughter
nucleus has a firm spin-parity assignment in the decay level
scheme. The missing spins and parities of the levels needed
to be estimated. For that purpose, the known γ transitions
between levels were used in combination with the expectation

TABLE II. γ -strength function parameters used in the analysis for daughter isotopes.
Isotope

Strength function parameters
E1

86

Kr

91

Sr

M1

E2

Energy
(MeV)

Width
(MeV)

σ
(mb)

Energy
(MeV)

Width
(MeV)

σ
(mb)

Energy
(MeV)

Width
(MeV)

σ
(mb)

16.29
17.17
16.08
16.95

5.37
5.94
5.24
5.79

178.7
161.63
193.81
175.32

9.30

4.00

19.67

14.29

5.08

1.78

9.13

4.00

2.66

14.03

5.02

1.89
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FIG. 1. Upper panel shows the relevant histograms for 91 Rb
decay: measured spectrum (square points), summing-pileup contribution (orange line), reconstructed spectrum response A (red
line), reconstructed spectrum response B (blue line). Response A
corresponds to the conventional analysis. Response B has additional
optimization on the branching-ratio matrix to reproduce the measured
γ intensities in high-resolution experiments. The good reproduction
of the experimental spectrum by both analyses makes the spectra
almost indistinguishable from each other. Lower panel shows the
relative residuals of the two reconstructed spectra with respect to the
experimental one.

that most γ transitions will occur via the most probable E1,
E2, and M1 γ -ray transitions, resulting in a range of options
available for the missing spins and parities. A number of these
levels are recorded to decay via E2/M1 transitions to the
94 keV (3/2+ ) state, resulting in the initial decaying level
probably being 1/2+ , 3/2+ , or 5/2+ . In addition, the β-decay
feeding distribution available in ENSDF was also used initially
when postulating options for the spin-parity assignments. The
large number of degrees of freedom now available via these
options results in a range of level schemes. These level schemes
were considered up to different energy-level thresholds for the
application of the statistical model during the analysis.
The parameters used in the final analysis for the leveldensity parametrization and for the γ strength functions are
given in Tables I and II. For the continuum part of the level
scheme, several possibilities were tested for the level-density
parametrization (backshifted Fermi gas formula, constant
temperature, and a combination of both, the Gilbert–Cameron
formula [24–26]). Similar results were obtained in the analysis
for the Gilbert–Cameron formula and for the constant temperature model. In many of the analyses performed it was found
that low cutoff energies in the known level scheme resulted in
a poor reproduction of the peak around 2600 keV in the total
absorption spectrum. It is worth noting that the spin and parity
of the parent 91 Rb is 3/2(−) [38]. For that reason analyses were
also performed by assuming a 3/2+ assignment for the ground
state of the parent and accordingly considering other ranges of
populated states in the daughter (allowed and first forbidden
decays), similarly as was done with the 3/2− ground-state
assumption. Those analyses provided a poorer reproduction
of the data. As a result, in the final accepted analysis, we
have assumed a cutoff energy at 2680 keV and allowed and
first forbidden decays were considered assuming a parent state

FIG. 2. Comparison of the accumulated feeding distributions
obtained in this work for the decay of 91 Rb with the distributions from
earlier high-resolution measurements [38] and with that obtained by
Greenwood et al. [16].

with 3/2− . The results of the final analyses are presented in
Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 two analyses are provided. The analysis
labeled A represents the analysis performed conventionally.
Analysis B is an analysis performed using a slightly modified
branching-ratio matrix in order to reproduce the experimental
γ intensities obtained in high-resolution experiments. This
optimization is performed by adjusting the γ feeding from
the levels in the continuum to the discrete levels in the
branching-ratio matrix of the accepted analysis (labeled A).
The β-intensity distribution corresponding to both analyses
including statistical uncertainties is given as Supplemental
Material to this article [39]. The results presented in Figs. 1 and
2 show that the quality of the reproduction of the measured
decay spectrum is very similar for both forms of analysis.
Small differences emerge in the feeding distribution, as can be
seen in Fig. 2, which appear mainly for levels that have direct
γ connections to the ground state. The analysis B is able to
reproduce the γ intensity deexciting the level at 439 keV within
3%, which is relevant in this context because the γ ray of 345.5
keV deexciting this level, with an intensity error of 5%, was
used as the global normalization point by Rudstam et al. in
their mean gamma-energy measurements.
Both feeding distributions obtained are similar to the one
obtained by Greenwood [16]. From the two distributions, the
feeding distribution obtained with the optimized branchingratio matrix lies closer to the Greenwood result. The three
total absorption results clearly differ from the ENSDF data
[38] based on high-resolution measurements. From our conventional analysis a ground-state feeding of 10.2% is obtained,
which can be compared with the value of Greenwood et al. [40]
of 6.2%, while the optimized branching-ratio matrix result is
slightly smaller at 9.2%. Those values can be compared with
the ENSDF adopted value of 2(5)% [38]. But we must mention
that the division of the feeding values between the ground
state and first-excited level at 93.4 keV should be taken with
caution, since the two levels lie very close in energy, as already
presented in Greenwood et al. [16]. As an additional test, we
also performed an analysis fixing the ground state and first
state feeding to the Greenwood values. In this last case the
quality of the fit to the data was clearly much worse than the
accepted ones.
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TABLE III. Mean average energy for β particles and γ rays (all
collected photons) from the decay of 91 Rb compared with the value
included in the ENSDF database and with the values obtained by
Greenwood et al. and Rudstam et al.

Present result
Greenwood et al.
Rudstam et al.
ENSDF

E¯γ (keV)

E¯β (keV)

2669(95)
2708(76)
2335(33)
2342(45)

1389(44)
1367(44)
1560(30)
1619(19)

A

Σ B(GT) [g2 /4π]

In Table III we present a comparison of the deduced mean
energies from the present work with the values determined
from the Greenwood data and with the value used by Rudstam
et al. In the table we quote the mean energies deduced
from the results obtained from the optimized branching-ratio
matrix analysis (analysis B). The error in the mean energies
is evaluated from the differences in the mean γ and β
values obtained from several analyses, which provided a good
description of the experimental data. The present value is close
to the result of Greenwood and shows a large difference with
the value used by Rudstam, which was based on earlier highresolution measurements. This result as well as the comparison
presented in Fig. 2 confirm that the value used by Rudstam as
a normalization point suffered from the Pandemonium effect.
For that reason all mean γ energies published in Rudstam et al.
should be multiplied by 1.14.
As mentioned in the introduction, 91 Rb lies in a region of
shape transitions. For that reason it is also worth examining
how well the β-decay strength of 91 Rb is reproduced by
theoretical calculations that assume different possible shapes
for its ground state. The measured strength is compared in
Fig. 3 with results from deformed quasiparticle random-phase
approximation (QRPA) calculations. In this formalism, a
self-consistent quasiparticle basis is first constructed from
deformed Skyrme Hartree–Fock calculations with pairing
correlations in the BCS approximation. Then, a separable spinisospin residual interaction is included in both particle-hole
and particle-particle channels and treated in the QRPA [41].
The total energy as a function of the quadrupole deformation parameter shows two minima: one oblate at β = −0.12,
0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0

Solution A
Solution B
Oblate SLy4
Prolate SLy4

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Energy [keV]

FIG. 3. Accumulated strength of the decay of 91 Rb obtained
for the two analyses presented in this work compared with QRPA
calculations assuming oblate and prolate shapes for the ground state
of 91 Rb.

which is the ground state, and another prolate at β = 0.10 at
about 300 keV excitation energy. The minima are very shallow
with practically no barrier between them.
Figure 3 shows the accumulated Gamow–Teller strength
for the oblate and prolate shapes of 91 Rb calculated in the
QRPA with the force SLy4. A standard quenching factor
(gA /gV )eff = 0.77(gA /gV ) is included in the calculations
to compare with the data. In general, the agreement with
experiment is very reasonable. There is basically no strength
at low energy. The strength is concentrated at around 4 and
5 MeV in the calculations. It is more fragmented and spread
in the experiment, but again concentrated at about 4 MeV.
The total strength contained in the Qβ energy window is
also comparable, although somewhat underestimated. It is
also worth mentioning the similarity between the strength
distributions of both oblate and prolate shapes that would
prevent in this case the use of these experiments to determine
deformation. The absence of GT strength observed in the
calculations below 3–4 MeV is understood from the fact that
the formalism deals only with allowed GT transitions. Indeed,
the neutron states close to the neutron Fermi level are immersed
in the group of states split from the spherical shells g7/2 and
d5/2 , which are positive-parity states that cannot be connected
with allowed transitions with the negative-parity states coming
from the f5/2 and p3/2 shells located in the vicinity of the
proton Fermi level. Thus, most probably, the observed strength
in the low-lying excitation energy has its origin in forbidden
transitions involving a change in the parity of the states, which
are not included in calculations in the present formalism.
V. DECAY OF 86 Br

The β − decay of 86 Br proceeds to the stable nucleus 86 Kr,
therefore there is no daughter contamination for this decay.
As in the 91 Rb case, the pileup was calculated according to
the recently developed procedure [14]. A preliminary analysis
of the spectra cleaned of pileup highlighted that there is a
small amount of contamination in the β-gated spectra. Since
the production of the isotope was continuously checked and
pure, the contamination was identified as a small background
contribution due to an increased level of noise in the silicon
detector in one of the runs. Possible solutions to eliminate this
contamination are the exclusion of the run from the analysis or
to increase the threshold of the silicon detector, but since this
run contained an important part of the statistics, we decided to
use an alternative solution. In the analysis of this case we have
subtracted from the β-gated spectrum a background spectrum
with beam-on, from which its own pileup had been previously
subtracted. The level of subtraction was determined from a
comparison with the clean run. The resulting spectra with all
the contributions are presented in Fig. 4, where the results of
the reconstructed spectra after the analyses are also shown.
The first step in the deconvolution process is the determination of the branching-ratio matrix. As discussed in the
91
Rb case, the three statistical models (GC, BSFG, and CT
[24–26]) were fit to the mixture of experimental and theoretical
data to obtain the relevant level-density parameters. Those
resulting from the GC model are summarized in Table I. Also
in Table II the γ strength parameters used in the construction
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FIG. 4. Upper panel shows the relevant histograms for 86 Br decay: measured spectrum (squares with errors), reconstructed spectrum
response A (blue line), reconstructed spectrum response B (red line),
summing-pileup contribution (orange line), background (green line).
The good reproduction of the experimental spectrum by both analyses
makes the spectra almost indistinguishable from each other. Lower
panel shows the relative residuals of the two reconstructed spectra
with respect to the experimental one.

of the branching-ratio matrix for the daughter isotope 86 Kr are
provided.
The level scheme of the daughter 86 Kr is better known
than in the 91 Sr case. Up to the level at an excitation energy
of 3099 keV, only two levels have uncertain spin-parity
assignments. In addition, a recent ENSDF evaluation [42] has
included some new levels from a 86 Kr(n,n )86 Kr study from
Fotiades et al. [43] and slightly revised the excitation energies
of some levels compared with the earlier evaluation [44].
An important change in the new evaluation of the decay
of 86 Br is the new spin-parity assignment of the ground
state. Previously, the spin-parity assignment of this state
was J π = 2− , based on the systematics from 82–84 Br, but
a relatively recent study by Porquet et al. [45] suggested a
possible 1− assignment arising from the lowest-energy state
in the πp3/2 νd5/2 multiplet. This new value has been assigned
to the ground state in the new ENSDF evaluation [42]. In our
analyses both options were used, the 1− cases providing better
fits of the total absorption data, in particular to the region of the
spectra around the peak at 2250 keV and in the region between
3500 and 4000 keV.
The final accepted analyses were performed using the 1−
assignment for the parent ground state and a cutoff energy
in the known level scheme at 3560 keV. Allowed and firstforbidden transitions were considered. The results of those
analyses are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. As in the 91 Rb case, in
Fig. 4 two analyses are provided (see Supplemental Material
[39]). The analysis labeled A represents the analysis performed
conventionally. Analysis B is an analysis performed using a
slightly modified branching-ratio matrix, in order to reproduce
the experimental γ intensities obtained in high-resolution
experiments. In this particular decay the result from the conventional analysis (labeled A) gave a larger discrepancy (41%)
in the reproduction of the γ intensity from the first-excited state
when compared with high-resolution measurements. After the
optimization of the branching-ratio matrix (analysis B), the γ
intensity deexciting the first-excited state is reproduced within
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Energy [keV]

FIG. 5. Comparison of the accumulated feeding distributions
obtained in this work for the decay of 86 Br with the distributions
from earlier high-resolution measurements [42].

5%. The results presented in Figs. 4 and 5 show that the quality
of the reproduction of the measured decay spectrum is very
similar for both analyses, being slightly worse for the adjusted
one. Compared with the 91 Rb case, slightly larger differences
appear in the feeding distributions, as can be seen in Fig. 5,
in particular analysis B, with the optimized branching-ratio
matrix, which provides a larger ground-state feeding value.
As in the 91 Rb case, the two total absorption results clearly
differ from the ENSDF data [42] based on high-resolution
measurements, which points to a decay suffering from the
Pandemonium effect. From our conventional analysis (analysis
A), a ground-state feeding of 15.01% is obtained, the optimized
branching-ratio-matrix analysis result is larger, amounting to
20.23%, but still in agreement with the ENSDF value within
the error interval [15(8)%]. The ground-state value of the
optimized branching-ratio-matrix analysis agrees better with
the recently published preliminary results of Fijałkowska et al.
[46] that also use the total absorption technique, which show
a value above 20%. Our analyses provide no feeding to levels
at 2250 keV (4+ ) and at 2350 keV (2+ ), also pointing to the
possibility that the Pandemonium effect affects these levels,
when compared with the high-resolution results.
In Table IV we present a comparison of the deduced mean
energies from the present work with the values obtained from
high-resolution measurements. As in the 91 Rb case, we provide
the value obtained from the optimized branching ratio analysis
result. The value obtained for the electromagnetic component
is 358 keV smaller than the preliminary values obtained by
Fijałkowska et al. [46] [4110(411) keV] determined with a
large uncertainty. In this last publication [46], no details of the
specific assumptions for the analysis of this decay were given,

TABLE IV. Mean average energy for β particles and γ rays (all
collected photons) from the decay of 86 Br compared with the value
included in the ENSDF database.

Present result
ENSDF
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E¯γ (keV)

E¯β (keV)

3782(116)
3666(109)

1687(60)
1875(295)
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so we cannot discuss further the possible sources of difference
with the results of our analysis.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This work has presented the study of the β decay of
Br and 91 Rb using the total absorption technique. Both
decays are considered to be important contributors to the
decay heat in reactors [10–12] and were shown to suffer
from the Pandemonium effect. The decays were studied using
isotopically pure beams provided by the IGISOL facility
using the JYFL Penning trap and a recently developed total
absorption detector. The decay of 91 Rb is of particular interest,
because this decay was used as a normalization point in the
systematic studies of Rudstam et al. [3], where it was assumed
that this decay does not suffer from the Pandemonium effect.
This decay was also measured by Greenwood et al., [16] so
it is possible to compare both TAGS results and establish
possible systematic differences arising from the different
analysis techniques used. On the one hand our present results
for 91 Rb agree quite well with the results of Greenwood et al.
On the other hand the deduced mean γ energy associated
with this decay differs from the high-resolution value used by
Rudstam et al. pointing to the necessity of renormalizing the
γ energies of that work.
It was pointed out by Bersillon in one of the earlier meetings
of the WPEC25 [10,11] that there are large discrepancies
between the mean energies deduced from the TAGS results
of Greenwood and the Rudstam results. In particular, the
Rudstam mean γ energies are systematically smaller than the
corresponding mean energies deduced from the Greenwood
TAGS data. One might think that the source of the discrepancy
lies in the incorrect normalization value. So this is an issue that
can be revisited using the new normalization of the Rudstam
data set presented in this article. In the comparison presented
here we have also included the mean energies deduced for
some cases of our recent TAGS work for which the differences
with Rudstam data can be calculated (86,87,88 Br, 91,92,94 Rb
[13,14,47]). The comparison is presented in Fig. 6 first using
the original Rudstam results (upper panel) and then in the
lower panel using the renormalized results of Rudstam with
our present value of the mean γ energy of the 91 Rb decay.
The results show that, even though the relative differences are
reduced, there is a remaining systematic difference between
the two sets of results. The mean value of the differences
in the mean γ energies changes from −360 to −180 keV after
the renormalization by 1.14. In any case the most striking fact
is the large spread of the observed differences ranging from
−0.8 MeV to +0.6 MeV even after the normalization. There
seems to be no systematic trend. At present the origin of such
discrepancies is not clear.
It is also possible to deduce the β spectrum from the TAGS
data for both measured cases and compare them with the
direct measurements of Tengblad et al. [3,4]. This comparison
is also relevant because one of the cross-checks employed
in Rudstam’s publication is the comparison of the sum of
the mean γ , β and deduced antineutrino mean energies with
the Q value of the decay. If there is a systematic difference
in the mean γ energies, we can expect possible systematic
86

FIG. 6. Upper panel shows the differences between the mean
energies reported in the work of Rudstam et al. [3] and the deduced
mean γ energies from the work of Greenwood et al. [16] and our
recent data (in red) [13,14,47]. Lower panel shows the the same as
the upper panel, but renormalizing the mean energies reported in
Rudstam et al. [3] by the 1.14 value deduced in this work.

differences also in the β-decay energies and in the deduced
β spectra. This is presented in Fig. 7 for 91 Rb decay and
in Fig. 8 for the 86 Br decay. The β spectrum has been
deduced assuming allowed shape transitions and using the
subroutines of the program LOGFT of the National Nuclear
Data Center (Brookhaven) [48]. We see systematic differences
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the β spectrum deduced from our TAGS
measurements, Greenwood measurements, and from ENSDF, assuming allowed transitions, with the measurements of Tengblad et al. [4].
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the β spectrum deduced from our TAGS
measurements for both analyses presented in this work and from
ENSDF, assuming allowed transitions, with the measurements of
Tengblad et al. [4].

in the β spectrum of both decays. These differences cannot be
explained by the assumption of the allowed character of the
β transitions used in the deduction of the spectra from the
TAGS measurements. Actually, if we assume first-forbidden
transitions (using the procedure employed in the LOGFT utility
of NNDC) for all β transitions the deduced β spectrum does
not differ so much from the one obtained assuming allowed
transitions and presented here [49]. For the present cases and
for the recently studied 87,88 Br and 94 Rb cases [47] we can
see that the deduced β spectrum from TAGS measurements
is systematically softer (shifted to lower energies) than the
directly measured Tengblad data [4]. The differences in the
β spectrum obtained from the different techniques can be
an important issue to be taken into account for antineutrino
summation calculations using different data sets.
The relative impact of the TAGS data of both decays on
the calculations of the decay heat and on the predictions of
the antineutrino spectrum is compared in Figs. 9 and 10 and

DH ratio

1.005

t (s)

103

Figs. 11 and 12 with respect to high-resolution data. They have
a small impact on the decay heat calculations and it is more
relevant for 235 U than for 239 Pu. As can be seen in Fig. 9 it
amounts to up to 0.5% in 235 U and up to 0.2% in 239 Pu for the
electromagnetic component. The relative contribution to the
light-particle component is approximately 0.2% for 235 U and
0.1% for 239 Pu at its maximum. As in the case of the decay
heat, the relative impact on the antineutrino spectrum is more
relevant for 235 U, and for all fuels (235 U, 238 U, 239 Pu, 241 Pu)
it has the largest contributions at approximately 4 and 7 MeV
antineutrino energies, but in opposite directions. At around
3–4 MeV the contribution to the global antineutrino spectrum
is reduced in all fuels. At higher energies (above 6 MeV) the
contribution is larger and positive and it comes only from the
decay of 86 Br that has a larger decay Q value. This latter impact
is due to the change in the ground-state feeding and affects a
region which has partial overlap with the anomaly seen in the
antineutrino spectrum centered around 5 MeV [50]. But it must
be mentioned that the relative impact of this decay is modest.
In a similar fashion to the antineutrino calculations performed in Ref. [13] the maximum impact of the contributions
of 86 Br and 91 Rb have been estimated for the antineutrino spectrum from a pressurized water reactor (PWR) with fuel at equilibrium (52% 235 U + 33% 239 Pu + 8.7% 238 U + 6% 241 Pu). In
this framework 86 Br has a maximum impact of 1.18% (1.5%
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FIG. 10. Impact of the new TAS data relative to the highresolution data on the decay heat of 239 Pu (for details see Fig. 9).
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FIG. 9. Impact of the new TAS data relative to the high-resolution
data on the decay heat of 235 U. The continuous line represents the
electromagnetic component, and the dotted line represents the lightparticle component.
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FIG. 11. Impact of the new TAS data relative to the highresolution data on the antineutrino spectrum of 235 U.
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however, from our results that the impact on both decay heat
and the reactor antineutrino spectrum is relatively modest. The
reader should note that it is only the relative impact of the new
TAGS results compared with the high-resolution studies that
is modest. Both decays are important contributors to the decay
heat in the cooling time range of 100 s, as can be seen in
the reactor decay heat calculations presented by Fleming and
Sublet in Ref. [51]. The contributions of the 86 Br and 91 Rb
decays can amount up to 3.9% and 8.9% respectively in the γ
component of the decay heat in 235 U and up to 1.7% and 4.2%
respectively in 239 Pu.

FIG. 12. Impact of the new TAS data relative to the highresolution data on the antineutrino spectrum of 239 Pu.
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